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A short history of strategic planning in the SE

Duty to Co-operate

1968

1980s

Structure Plans RPGs introduced
introduced
as overarching
framework for
SPs in wider
South East
(RoSE)

2004
Structure Plans/RPG
replaced by RSS /
Government
published Sustainable
Communities Strategy

2011
RSS replaced
by NPPF, Duty
to Cooperate/
London Plan
only ‘regional
plan’ to remain

2017
HWP and NP Act
give more
‘encouragement’
to joint local plans

The Context
•

London facing significant population
growth challenges – unable to ‘consume
its own smoke’

•

Spatial implications of strategic
infrastructure (Crossrail 1 & 2, Heathrow,
Lower Thames Crossing)

•

Only ‘city-region’ in UK with no formal
strategic planning arrangements to
manage long-term growth – current
‘informal’ arrangements not effective

•

Two different planning systems inside
and outside London but reluctance to
return to planning on regional scale

•

Green Belt policy continues to have
strong political (cross party) support but
was always supposed to be one half of 2part approach to growth.

Source: BBC On this Day, 19th March 1964

The Green Belt Challenge
•

•

Metropolitan Green Belt under
greatest pressure in area where most
fragmented
Significant pressures on local
infrastructure & no land to relieve the
pressure – all going for housing

•

Government ‘ambiguous’ about level
of protection to be given through LPs

•

OAN process academic for inner M25
areas – unrealistic expectations
around meeting need - demand is
insatiable.

•

Neighbours in same boat so DtC not
effective.

Housing targets in Elmbridge
Surrey SP (2004)

224

South East Plan
(2009)

281

OAN (2017)

632

Growth of the South East: What’s needed?

RPG9 Key Diagram (2001)

ODPM Sustainable Communities Strategy (2003)

Strategic Infrastructure Corridors
Mayor’s Transport Strategy (June 2017)

South East Plan Key Diagram (2009)

East of England Plan Key Diagram (2008)

Growth of the South East: What’s needed?
•

City-region geography – move
back to RoSE?

•

City-region strategic priorities e.g.
growth corridors, strategic
approach to MGB

•

Robust (voluntary?) collaborative
governance arrangements – NOT
response to what Mayor wants!

•

Shared technical support (impartial
advice) & evidence base

•

Clarity around role of others e.g.
NIC
SERPLAN: Thirty Years of Regional Planning 1962-1992
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